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Product FioodLED36
Manufacturer

TO

ETRYFOCUS

FineLED,Exeter, UK

Website www.fineled.co.uk
Description LEDfloodlight as
replacement for 250W metal halide
fittings

Afte~ the Flood
Photometric and Optical Testing Services' technical director Dr Gareth John performs detailed photometric
tests on hundreds of luminaires every year, so it takes a lot to impress him. Starting this issue, he chooses
the product that has most impressed him over the course of the month and explains why it stood out
ere at Photometric and Optical Testing Services we see
the good, the bad and the ugly of luminaire design. To
be fair, most of that which we are sent to test tends to err
towards the good end of the spectrum but, occasionally, a fitting
arrives at our laboratory whose design and performance really
impress us. This month the FloodLED36 from Exeter-based
FineLED caught our attention.
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Sound investment
The FloodLED36 is, as the name would suggest, a floodlight
based on 36 LEDs. Designed to be a more energy-efficient
replacement for traditional metal-halide fittings, this luminaire
was conceived to replace the 250W metal-halide lights that
are used extensively in industrial locations such as workshops,
manufacturing areas and warehouses. It is also designed to
replace external halogen security lighting, where its longevity
and low power consumption mean it ought to pay for itself very
qnickly -it does not require a great deal of maintenance and
saves on electricity.
We measured the FloodLED36's photopic light output at
4,1421umens after thermal stabilisation, which determined
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Flooded with benefits
FineLEO's floodlight
is fitted with 36 LEOs,
requires very little
maintenance and
benefits from a low
power consumption

that it has a luminous efficacy of 70 lm/W. The light is emitted
within a 37-degree cone angle (CO-180 plane) with a peak
luminous intensity of 8,600 candelas. This level of performance
means the FloodLED36 could be considered as a viable
replacement not just for 250W metal halides but also for 8ft and
twin 6ft fluorescents.
The 5,400K correlated colour temperature (CCT) provides
cool white illumination, a scotopic luminous flux of 7,422
lumens and a scotopic-to-photopic (S:P) ratio of 1.79. The ratio
of scotopic to photopic light output is a new metric that has
already been adopted by the street-lighting community; it
speaks to the human eye's increased sensitivity to blue light
at low levels of ambient illumination. A light source with a
high S:P ratio will start to appear brighter at lower light levels
compared with a lamp of the same photopic light output that
has a low S:P ratio.
Comparing the S:P ratio of the FioodLED36 (1.79) with that
of a typical metal-halide lamp (1.49) suggests the LED-based
source might be up to 20 per cent brighter than an equivalent
metal-halide lamp of the same photopic light output, as seen by
the fully dark-adapted human eye.
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The low power consumption (59W) exhibited by the
FloodLED36 means it would save around three-quarters of the
power that is consumed by a typical 250W metal halide or twin
8ft fluorescent fitting. These savings have now reached such a
level that it makes economic sense to look at replacing older
lighting installations with LED-based floodlights. In fact, aside
from the increased upfront cost that must be borne, it's hard
to think of a logical reason for not upgrading metal halide or
fluorescent lighting with this type of luminaire - especially for
something as simple as a warehouse or workshop application
where there may be a premium on reliability and the reduced
maintenance.
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"The low power consumption
exhibited by the FioodLED36
means it would save around
three-quarters of the power
consumed by a typical 250W
metal-halide fitting"
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Dr Gareth John. Photometric and Optical Testing

Our test showed that the FloodLED36 luminaire design has
very effective heat sinking. This is important given that the
hotter an LED runs, the lower its light output will be over time.
The 4kg of solid aluminium casing does an effective job of
cooling the LEDs, as evidenced by the case temperature, which
only rose to between 12°C and 13°C above ambient - even when
used 24 hours a day.
The FloodLED36's name derives from its use of 36 surfacemounted LEDs. Split into three banks of 12, the luminaire has
been designed such that if there were to be a failure of either
an LED or one of the drivers, it would still function with
66 per cent of its light output. This is a useful feature for those
instances when the floodlight is deployed in safety-critical areas..
Overall, we thought the combination of thoughtful
design, lowpower consumption and metal halide-matching
photometric performance justifies the choice of54 this as our
product of the month .•
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Back me up Photometric and Optical Testing Services examined

FloodLED's chromaticity (top), spectral irradiance (centre) and light
distribution (bottom)
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